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child labor and other similar features
were still to be settled.
The conferees were also prepared
for a finel decision of the cotton futures tax question.
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A PEACE OFFICER IS KILLED

SEQUNDO,

ROOM TO KILL

A PROV SIONAL

AS

Piedras Negras, Sept. 24. The entire medical staff of the constitutionalist army, headed by Dr. Gamboa,
chief surgeon, left their headquarters
here today in a special train for the NONE OF THE CHARGES WILL BE
scuth. It is believed here that a genDROPPED UNTIL THE TESTIeral assault on the federal garrison
MONY ENDS
its holster when he was picked up at Monclova is contemplated.
Lee's character and habits
dead.
Wctrk on Dam Stops
"MONEY ARTICLES"
were above reproach."
REMAIN
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 24. Following
news
informed
When
by
dispatches
OF
of the killing of Marshal Robert Lee the threat made by Pancho Vll'a, a
at Segundo, Governor Amnions called rebel leader, to kill all of the Ameri- DEFENSE IS UNABLE TO HAVE
can officials, work has been disconTHIS PHASE OF THE IMPEACHSheriff J. H. Grisham and instructed
MENT DROPPED
him to spare no expenne to capture tinued at the La Boquilla dam project
the three men implicated in the on the Conchos river in Chihuahua.
The governor said the One thousand Mexican laborers have
shooting.
would
sheriff
have the support of the been discharged and 20 American of- JUDGE MAKES THE RULING
DEAD BY A
s'tate administration in maintaining ficials have started for the border.
order. While the incident was to be The project is a $10,000,000 .irrigation ADVISES
IMPEACHMENT
COURT
regretted, the governor explained that work which has been in progress for
HANDLE
TO
THE
TRIAL
he did not regard it of sufficient im- several years. Pancho Viiiu had sent
WITH FAIRNESS
word through American refugees that
portance to call out the militia.
he was going to kill the American of
ficials at La Boquilla.
Both Sides Predict Victory
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 24. Final decision on the defense's objections to
.Denver, Sept. 24. Snow and rain
RESPITE FOR HENWOOD
fell throughout the night along the
including the "money articles" of imDenver,
Sept. 24. Harold F.
eastern slope of the Rocky mountains,
peachment in the consideration of the
convicted of the murder of Sulzer case, will not be given until
and it was a dreary outlook that greetBY
SLAYING
In the bar room
WANTON
CAUSED
CRISIS
SERIOUS
ed the coal miners today, the second George E. Copeland
all testimony has been taken.
on
hotel
of
a
May 24, 1911,
Denver
The court voted, 49 to 7, today to
day of their strike.
will ndt be executed during the week follow this
variin
the
conditions
procedure. Those voting
Early today
ous camps appeared to be little chang- of October 27, the date fixed by the no were all democrats.
district court. A bill of exceptions
Governor Sulzer's answer to the
Feeling Buns High in Huerfano County, and there Is Fear that ed from last night when reports re- in an
appeal to the Colorado supreme
ceived at the governor's office Indiarticles of impeachment filed
eight
More Violence Will Occur Effects of Walk-ou- t
Beginning
a
cated 50 per cent of the miners were court was filed today. This acts as
with the court today entered a genClaim
execution.
Sides
Both
Entire
State
to Be Felt Throughout
at work. Operators' and miners' head- stay of
eral denial to each and every one of
quarters continued their claims that
that the Pendulum Is Swinging in Their Direction
them.
the men on strike varied from 50 to
'
The vote to reserve decision followStatements
and Issue Conflicting
80 per cent.
FOREST FIRES DO
ed an opinion delivered by Presiding
International Vice President Frank
Judge Cullen, advising tnat the merits
J. Hayes of the United Mines Workof the
of counsel for the
AWFUL DAMAGE governorobjections
ers of America at Trinidad today gave
to the articles be decided at
out a statement claiming that 95 per
this time. Denver, Col., Sept. 24. At 2 o'clock this afternoon the Colorado
In
cent
had
of
miners
Colorado
the
"I do not think it is wise," he said,
as
follows:
strike situation may be summarized
others would CALIFORNIA
and
that
ARE
asserting
quit
RANCHERS
decide this case piecemeaV
"to
"The first disorder occurred at Segundo, where Marshal Robert
join the strikers before the end of the
DRIVEN FROM THEIR HOMES
'
.
following the roll call
Immediately
Lee was killed.
week when convinced that the nationBY FLAMES
the governor's counsel was called on
Three unidentified foreign strikers implicated in the shooting
al organization will care for them.
to enter answer to charges. These
r
pursued by posses.
An additional shipment of tents was
burn- were read
Saii Francisco, Sept.
rapidly by Clark McCabe.
Sheriff Grisham pf Trinidad notified by governor to spare no exreceived at Trinidad to enlarge the
ing for three da: with damage: to Intliem the governor declared that he
..
...
offenders.
accommodations for strikers and the'r timber and agricultural lands esti- had filed his
t
pense to apprehend the
campaign statement in
J. F. Welborn, president mated at $1,000,000 and upwards, forfamilies.
Operators estimate 35 per cent o fthe men at work in Las Ani"good faith."
of the Colorado Fuel and Iron com- est fires in four counties of central
mas and Huerfano counties, and that 55 per cent are working in
Eugene Lamb Richards, of counsel
1
,
pany, said today:
the entire state.
California were reported today under for the prosecution, then opened the
"There is no immediate prospect of control. In Santa Cruz county, where case
Union officials claim as high as 95 per cent of the men on
against the impeached executive.
the steel plant at Pueblo closing down only desperate work saved the Herstrike.
Governor
Sulzer was busier getting
as a result of the strike."
cules powder works, smouldering emOperators claim no danger of fuel shortage, if rate of producthan
money
getting votes during his
con-I
He
expressed satisfaction with
bers were being watched on the hilltion represented today is maintained.
for
election, declared Eucampaign
ditions in his company's mines, clalm- - sides
today by an organized system gene Lamb Richards, of counsel for
Additional shipments of tents received at Trinidad for use in
5
men
were at work of
Ing per cent more
guards.
caring for striking miners and families.
the prosecution, in his address openthan yesterday. Impartial reports from
In Napa county, the Napa soda
Ht-I
ing the case against the impeached
the Fremont county mines show
springs and Wilson's Inn were "Joth executive.
tie change from yesterday. Two
l,
reported safe and the flames in
After outlining the provisions of the
small independent mines near Canon
Foss and Gordon canyons under
Mine
officials
24.
Robert
of
the
laws relating to the reportelection
United
and
the
overtures
are
made
said
to
have
Triuidad, Col., Sept.
city
control. Twenty families are reporting of contributions the attorney
Lee, marshal at Segundo, a C. F. & Workers say that 98 per cent have 10 the, union officials with a view to ed homeless.
in
Conditions
I. company camp 12 miles west of walked out. A meeting was held at resuming operations.
The town of Newcastle in Placer
"With these provisions in force,
this city, was shot and killed shortly Starkville this "morning, and address- the mining and relief camps were county, thought last night to be menafter noon today by a foreign coal ed by Mother Jones, who gave an dreary today as the result of two aced with destruction, was saved by what did William Sulzer do? He was
alminer, name unknown, who, with two impassioned address in which she days' rain.
a shift in the wind. In San Mateo nominated on October 2, 1912, and
to
solicit
most
he
began
other foreigners, had been detected urged the miners to fight until death
immediately
county a fire was burning in the
by Lee in the act of tearing up a small and never surrender.
timber lands far: back of La Honda, and obtain large sums of money for
e
He went at his
at that camp.
Early morning reports from the C. F. AGREEMENT REACHED
in the remote hills, and reports were campaign purposes.
Lee was shot from his horse, the & I. company and the
but meager, but such news as could campaign for money with system, cool
. bullet striking him in the breast and Fuel company, the largest operating
deliberation and cunning schemes to
ON TARIFF PROGRAM bo obtained indicated no danger to
conceal what he got.
penetrating a lung. The foreigners companies in the southern Colorado
life.
made their escape to the hills and are fields, state that the situation Is im"During the period from October to
The little town of pescadero was
1912, into and out of the
November.
.still at large. A posse has been
telproving and that there had been an CONFERENCE
with
the world, both
AT THE WHITE out of touch
increase at every mine in the number
account of his secrebank
ganized and is scouring the hills.
wires
campaign
and
having
telegraph
ephone
HOUSE RESULTS IN SUCH AN
The foreigners are strikers and had of men working this morning.
Louis
Sarecky, went practically
failed, presumably because the police tary,
ANNOUNCEMENT
his morning
General Manager B. H. Veitzel of
come into the camp
had been burned lown, but the last $12,000, about $7,000 more than the
n F & T said that the mines are
from one of the neighboring camps. the
the fire was eating defendant reported In the
i
.
VViishinsiton.
on.
Sept. 24. The tariff word was that
e
across an arroyo had .in goou
The
statement. Into Sulzer's Farmers
uape iui
iiir.iij
the
from
village, and that .there
was radically al- away
been but newly built. The foreigners has been an increase of from six to Confeience- program
Loan and Trust
no
was
the
company account
inhabitants.
fear
among
today when A. R. Marsh, presl
ter, men in all of the small mines and
are declared to have attempted to
and
is in Napa went $15,000 more. To Harris
area
burned
The
largest
cotton
the bridge, and Marshal Lee from 16 to 25 in all of the larger dent of the New York
where a score of families Fuller, stock brokers, there went $10,-00county,
Fuel change, was permitted to appear
of the
was notified and rode up to the men
were burned out with much loss to
to Boyer, Griswold and Imp,
a
within
statements
of fore the conferees to argue against
to
he
drew
As
on horseback.
according
and orchards. A black strip
ranchers
and to Fuller and Gray $17,000.
on
cotton
futures.
tax
(the proposed
few feet of the foreigners one of them officials.
18 miles long and five miles wide lies Of these amounts over. $40,000 was in
International Vice President Frank When the conference took a recess no across the face of the county. Nofired. The bullet dropped the marshal
currency."
.
J. Hayes, in a statement this morning, progress had been made toward a set where was
ana ne runeu nuiu
any loss of life reported.
After arguing that the case ougut
who
Simmons
and
Senator
and
said that 95 per cent of the miners of tlement,
John Thompson, an electrician,
not to be "decided piecemeal" Judge
rati to the aid of the marshal, was Colorado' were out and that the re-- ' Representative Underwood went to
Cullen said:
five per cent wou!d walk out terview President Wilson at the White
shot at twice by the foreigners in
"In a court of impeachment a vote
y
House to discuss the points still at
their flight, the bullets passing over before the end of the week.
s
is necessary to convict.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
of
Thousands pf coal miners and their issue,
his head. The shooting has caused a
A decision on this question would only
furor of excitement and feeling is run- families slept under canvas last night
The White House conference lasted
require a majority vote, while a minwhich
colonies
tent
in
have
the
sprung
than two hours. Later Messrs
morB
high.
ning
24. Senate Not ority, greater than
Sept.
might
Washington,
This Is the first outbreak since the up since the coal strike call was is- - Underwood and Simmons declared in
meets Thursday.
decide the other way. How, then,
session,
calling of the coal strike. It is looked sued.
that the way was open to a complete
Banking committees heard witness- will the case be disposed of? I should
'
upon as the beginning of a crisis.
'agreement on all the disputed points, es from the northwest on the admin- prefer to have ample time to reflect
The situation has become more critLee Had Good Reputation
on the arguments here presented by
'including the income tax, cotton fu- - istration currency bill.
ical owing to the reports received here
Uenver, Sept. 21. President J. F. tllre tax and other items, but declined
committee heard counsel and to look up the authorities
Appropriations
that the strikers are arming in other Welborn of the Colorado Fuel and to Bav wnat conclusions had been protests against abolishing the com cited. Therefore, I should desire that
camps and are planning to march on Iron, company this afternoon Issued reached,
this question be left open until the
merce court.
the mines in operation and prevail up- the following signed statement rela-- j
Twenty sharply contested issues in
Public lands committee took up the final vote on the guilt or innocence
on the men to go out. This, it is tive to the killing of Robert Lee at the tariff bill remained to be settled Hetch
bill for San Francisco's of the respondent.
feared, will result in an open clash. Segundo:
"In support of that desire, I, under
jwhen the house and senate conferees water supply.
The local authorities are alarmed over
"Robert Lee, who has been in the re assembled this morning for what
the power vested in me by the rules
House Met at noon.
the situation.
employ of the Colorado Fuel and Iron many believed would be the conelud-companMayor Grace of Charleston, S. C, of this court, shall overrule the objecMarshal Lee, the dead man, is one
for several years, was shot ing day of their work.
petitioned Speaker Clark to Investi- tion in pro forma, without any expresof the oldest of the coal camp off- and killed about 12 o'clock today by
The policy of the administration to gate the election of Representative sion of opinion on the merits of the
icers in Las Animas county.
one of five men who were together, ward foreign countries, Involving the Whaley and alleged irregularities in case."
No change in the strike situation and who made their escape into the proposed retaliatory provisions of the the primaries.
In accordance with the Judge's rulhas been reported, the operators still hills. No attack on the men had been tariff, the 5 per cent discount on
the
of
agriUver
Favorable report
ing, Majority Leader Wagner of the
maintain that their mines are being made by Lee, as be was on his horse goods brought In American ships and cultural education extension bill or- senate, moved that the final decision
be left open and that the request of
operated with a small force of men at the time and hl3 revolver was in the prohibition against goods made by dered by committee.
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Indianapolis. Ind., Sept. 24 Either
Joseph Ellis, alias Fred Brokaw, alias
W. R. Anderson, alias Fred, Boley,
wanted here for the alleged murder of
Joseph Schlansky, a second hand dealer, in a room in the Oneida hotel Monday, has an exact double, or lie 13 not
under arrest in San. Francisco as reported last night, according to the
local police.
The nhotogTaph of Ellis or Brokaw
sent broadcast by the Pittsburgh police department was identified posi
tively by four persona here as the
man who killed Schlansky.
The operations of Ellis were similar
ed.
in all cities he visited. Hee he called
Full details of the provisional con- at the Schlansky store and told him
stitution of the province were com he had some clothing at his room in
municated to the meeting for formal the hotel, which, be wanted to sell.
with Schlansky accompanied him to the
ratification. The earnestness
which the participants regarded the room, and, it is supposed, resisted the
procedure was exemplified in reports attempt to rob Mm, and was kiuea.
of the meeting, which declared:
Ellis calmly left the hotel and de
alarm
"This nucleus of an Ulster parlia
parted from the City before the
ment will put its hands to a document was given. In other cities Ellis sucno less remarkable than the deelara- - ceeded In robbing his victims and eston of independence and is pregnant
caped while they were locked in his
with possibilities of change in the room.
political history of the country."
Audra Baker Anderson, who sayj
"All the steps have been taken for that she was married to Roy Anderthe repudiation of a nationalist parlia- son, believed to be Joseph Ellis, the
ment and for taking over the govern- slayer of Schlansky, at Danville, 111.,
ment of the province of Ulster in trust attempted to commit suicide here toold.
for the British nation."
day. The girl, who is 16 years
The articles of the Ulster constitu- told the police after she had shot her
tion were approved by the delegates. self, that she had married Anderson
The details are not he published until July 5, and that he had deserted
the day the home rule bill is placed a week later.
on the statute book.
The girl said that she had recogniz
A fund was started at today's ses- ed her husband from the description
sion to indemnify the relatives of any of the Schlansky slayer and that
killed or wounded among the Ulster photographs sent out by the Pittsburgh
volunteers. This fund "is to amount police department are those of they
to at least $5,000,000," according to an man she married. The murderer re- nouncement.
gistered at a hotel here as Anderson.
In her room were found letters to
her mother, in which the girl said ehe
was going to kill herself because her
CURRENCY BILL HAY
husband had murdered a man. En
closed were newspaper accounts of
A
BE BELAYED
liONTD Schlansky's death.
The police are investigating the as
sertions made by the girl. At the hos
SENATE PROPOSES TO ALLOW IN pital physicians said Audra probably
would not recover.
TERESTED CITIZENS TO

ltelfast, Sept. 24. The embryo "parliament" of Ulster, at present known
as the Ulster unionist council, assembled here today in Ulster hall to discuss plans for provisional government
in the event of home rule becoming a
law. Six hundred delegates were present. The Marquis of Londonderry,
former lord lieutenant of Ireland, was
the chairman.
Sir Edward Carson, leader of the
Ulster unionists, alt the Irish unionist
members of the house of commons,
the Duke of Abercorn, and many other
peers and representatives from all
parts of the province of Ulster attend-

;

h-.-

x

TALK

ABOUT

IT

Washington, Sept. 24. The admin
istration currency bill from the viewpoint of the farmer and the grain merchant was discussed before the senate banking committee today by a
delegation of merchants from the
northwest, who opposed the provisions
of the bill as they expect them to affect the country banks.
F. E. Kenaston, a manufacturer of
farm machinery, suggested that the
committee, before passing the bill,
visit the farming and business comand become
munities of the west
closely acquainted with business conditions.
Senators Bristow and Reed
seemed to favor the suggestions.
Senator Bristow expressed the
opinion that a majority of the com
mittee would support in a deinnnd
that all bankers, busineFPTiPn, merchants and others desiring to discuss
the bill he allowed to appear before
the committee. If that course is followed the bill may be in' the committee at least a month and probably until November 1.

Requisition Is Issued
Pittsburgh, Pa., Sept 24. Requisi
tion papers for Fred Brokaw, alias
Fred Boley, alias R. White, under ar
rest in San Francisco, and supposed
to be the man wanted here for robbery and assault, were sent to Governor Tener at Harristurs today. A
city detective will start for Californiatomorrow morning and the papers
when signed by Governor Tener, will
be forwarded to the governor of the.
coast state.
Admits

He Is Brokaw

San Francisco, Sept.

24.

The msit

arrested here Monday in answer to a
circular sent ..out by the Pittsburgh

police not only corresponds perfectly'
to the photograph reproduced in the
circular and' to the verba! dpscrir-tumbut he admits that he Is Fred Brokaw."
alias Fred Holey, alias R. White and
says he was arrested In Pittsburgh in
1910.

;
V
The picture in the circular
photograph taken then, he fhvs.
than that he will not tn'i,. !;
the respondent's counsel be denied running down the in mi's inov.-t:merely as a matter of form, without here the police bae uncover?. a
prejudice to the mprits of the quesp1w"1:,.,
Idwtiy
tion, being passed on at a later date. methods if the Rr'"r' h. .. .... .5.,,
The motion was then passed.
Ellis of ImltiumjjolK
i

TV,'--the-

.
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of the Third judicial district, sworn
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America's greatest garments for men, are all wool, made in the best of styles and a
'are variety of patterns, wear well and keep their shape to the last.

Every Garment Guaranteed to Wear Satisfactorily
BOYS' CLOTHING-

INTERWOVEN SOCKS

"DIME" GUARANTEED SOCKS

this department we are showing he best- - variety we
have ever had. Boys' suits, overcoats, wa sts, hats, caps and
underwear, in all the newest, n.ost desirable things of the
season, at popular prices.
Exceptional values in suits and overcoats at
In

are made with a specially woven heel, toe
and sole and give the greatest possible
service. Black and colors at 25c.
LVERY PAIR (lUARANTtiKD

$2.50 to $7.00

offers the best Dossible value for the
money They come in black, tan, navy
and cadet, are fast color and perfect
fitting. 6 pairs for 60c.
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GIRLS

WORKING'

ME

THE REAL

BEAUlIES
HAVE INWOMEN
BUSINESS
VENTED A NEW TYPE, WHICH
IS AMERICAN STANDARD
.

"To find ithe real, twentieth century type of American womanhood
one must look among the professional
women and the working girls of the
country."
That is the opinion of Miss Pearl
Grace Loehr, the new president of
the Womans' Federation of Photographers of America, says the New
York World. Miss Loehr has made a
study of all types of American beauty
from the- - woman of society to the
professional model. For some time
she has been making a collection of
pictures of business women, and from
this study she declares that among
tbem is to be found the real American beauty. In her studio at No. 39
Washington Square Miss Loehr talked of this type.
"I have found out that many artists
of note agree with me in this matter,"
she said, "and numbers of the men
who used to engage only professional
models are turning from them to the
women who
during the
day, but who pose in the evenings or
on Sundays.
"Several years ago the accepted
type of the American woman was
either she of the home or of society.
The working woman was not, known
for her beauty, and it is only recently that this has been discovered.
"Alphonse Mucha, the well known
Bohemian artist, when last in this
country, s'aid that the working wom

i

customs into their homes if they are
foreigners.
"The girls of the middle classes Invariably go to work when they are
old enough, and this introduces the
phase of independence, while a'll the
time their minds are developing and
their brains are at work.
"I do not mean to say that the woman who makes her home her business
life does not also develop, but there
is a decided difference between the
shielded life of a, housewive and that
of the woman who must battle with
hundreds of others for her place in
the world.
"These girls of the working class,
have remarkably good heads. The
brow which is becoming known as
the American brow, Is broad and full,
and one of the things that makes the
eyes so attractive is the lack of
and the straightforward,
open, honest expression that they
hold. The girl who works has few of
the tricks of the flirt. She is honest
rot. only in her work but in her every
day life, and this honesty cannot help
but appear in her expression.
"Hy no means has this type a baby
round face. The baby faced girl of
this country is gradually disappearing, even among, those of the stage.
wide-eye,
little
The
chorus girl is disappearing and the
young woman who wishes to make
the chorus a stepping' stone to better
work Is in her place. It is this ceaseless ambition to climb the ladder step
by step, no matter how difficult the.
climb may be, that is aiding in this
cbans-- of feature.
In the place of the baby-facehi was have ons whose face is rather longer, the width of the jaws baa
say that
increased physiognomists
of the
this is from concentration
definite things. In mental
mind
effort the jaw sets although the person may be unite unconscious of the
fact. . This tends to strengthen the
mouth and with serious women we

an here outstripped in beauty and
slyle many of the foreign women hailed for their great charin.
"Surely the American working girl
has developed greatly during the last
two generations, and I believe that in
many a beauty contest some of them
would carry off the prizes. She of the
home is no longer the American type.
She is now in style of feature somewhat oldfashioned, one might say.
There is a lack of the alert interest
in her face that is to be found in the
one who works.
"Her features may be placid and
calm, .but they are not typical of the
times. They may be alert from worry over home affairs, but that is not
the expression with which the working girl meets problems. The home
woman's countenance does nor. !n any
respect give one the change of exother
this
found
in
is
presslon that
independent class.
"Now, the society woman is another type. When a woman of wealth
and society grows up she spends
much of her time in foreign countries.
At least once a season she takes 'a
trip abroad. Some of them live
half of their time in a strange
land. They learn foreign languages,
are taught by foreign instructors, acquire certain habits that are not of
this country, and mannerisms that
Uinunh they may be charming, are

t

d

"On the other hand, our American
girl beauties have grown up
in this country.
Those who are not
born here come to America at an
early aire. From the moment, they
enter the public schools they begin
ito foel the independence of American
introduce our
Fiirroundins.
They
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H. F. D. No. 3, Clarkliold, Minn.
"My
iiiil ie was of long standing.
It started
ii
red
small
and yellow spots about
ji some
the size of a pin head on my

leg and every morning thoro
was a dry scale on top covering, the affected part and
when those scales were falling off the Itching was more
than I could stand at times.
, The first year I did not
mind it so much as it was
only itching very badly at
times, but tlw second year It advanced all
around my log and the Itching was terrible.
I had to be very careful to have my clothing
;iround tha affected part very loose. At
night time I often happened to scratch the
sore in my sleep. Then I had to stand up,
get out of bed and walk tho floor.
"Then I wad tho advertisement of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and I wrote for a
sample and got it. To my surprise I was
feeling relief aftor tho second application.
So I got a cake of Cuticura Soap and a ilfty-ce- nt
box of Cuticura Ointment and when I
had used them I was nearly ovor tho Itching,
so I got artothor box and that healed it
all up so it looked smooth and fine, but I
kept on with tho Cuticura Soap for six weeks
and the cure was coraplote.' ' (Signed) S. O.
Gordon, Nov. 20, l'.)12.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
TiOc. are sold
everywhere. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- p. Sldn Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
S"Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find It best for skin and scalp.

the s'traighter mouth. The "cup-;.;Loiv is a naily among cur girls.
Tho intermarriage of races has undoubtedly 'done much to produce this
woman, who will soon be widely rec- (..nized as a new type. The Ameri
nuns have assimilated the best of the
IV reten
characteristics both of feature and mind, and instead of this
producing an inferior lot of girls and
women, it has had the reverse effect.
"Rarely do you see a marriage that
has "takeu place between the foreigner and American in which the American traits do not dominate whether
the foreign parent be the mother or
father. 'With the second generation
of this family there is a still more decided change, and with the third there
is what may be termed a true AmeriEra can
type.
The physical strength and beauty of
these young women Is another thing
that stamps them as real dughters of
this country. Among few of the women of the society world do you find
one who strikes the happy medium
between the athletic and the
woman. They are either great
enthusiasts and go In for games demanding much physical exertion or
they care nothing about such things.
"Now, with tho working girl this
is different. In the first place, she
has no time for overtraining, but it
lias been impressed upon her, both in
school and in many other ways, ihat
a certain amount of exercise is necessary to keep her in good trim, not
only that she may be comfortable and
in health, but that she may do her
work better.
"Another element that is
in this change, I believe, is the
new relation in which they stand to
men. These women are now regarding men as business associates, good
friends and helpers. Sentiment is a
matter to which they look forward
as in a dream to come to them some
day, tut they no longer live for sentiment alone.
"It Is growing to be more and more
the case every day that tin to the age
of twenty-eigh- t
or thirty women are
not thinking of marriage. When they
do marry they are of the real American type well informed, Intelligent,
with a mind well developed and ready
to cope with many a problem that at
one time would have caused a housewife annoyance and distress.
"The great notes in the new beauty's countenance are those of
and mingled
independence,
with it all is softnesR of expression
for which it Is difficult to find a
word that will express its charming
effect,"
t
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For the Household
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Delivered to your kitchen
door, like groceries

(

Buidweiser
"

1

r

175,000,000 Bottles Yearly
That was the demand for Budweiser last
Every process, every room,

year.

Every bottle is Pasteurized and inspected.
started nearly 50 years
This Quality-Plan- t,
ago, is a model of modern facilities.
The hundreds of visitors who go through
every day know that nothing of its kind
could be made any better than Budweiser.

Plant covers today
The Anheuser-Busc- h
more than 142 acres equal to 70 city
blocks. It gives steady employment to
6,000 people, and to 1,500 more in its
branches.

Anheuser-Buscof Its Kind

c

The Largest Plant
in the Worm
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How to Cure Cholera Morbus
Many cases of this disease result
fatally before medlcme can. be obtained or a physician summoned. It
is easily cured when the proper remedy is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
of Mt. Collins, N. T., says: "When my
husband had cholera morbus last summer he used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
it cured him promptly." Every family should keep this remedy at hand.
It only costs a quarter. For sale by
Adr.
all dealers.
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BEGINNING OF RACE MEET
Columbus, 0., Sept. 24.This is the
opening day of tho grand circuit ra'"e
meeting in this city, which will continue until October 4. There will bo
ten principal' etake events wit!!
3takes aggregating $41,000 in value.

Cltssle Failed;

CONVENTIO

It

SKI TROUBLE

Small Red and Yellow Spots on Leg.
Covered v'h Dry Scale, Had to
Walk Floor Nights. Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment Cured.

d

round-faced-

not American.
"The
society woman of todav
shows decided marks of various
and 'she cannot be called
the real American. Even her clothes
jhnve a touch that is foreign 'about
them, and her. gestures accentuate the

TERRIBLE ITCHING

THREE

TO USE NEW

CATHEDRAL

York, Sept. 23. The first
cathedral close ever built in the
United States, that of the Cathedral
of St. John the Divine, Is being rapidly put into shape for the triennial
general convention of the Protestant
Episcopal church, which will be held
upon the cathedral grounds "next
month.
Lawns are being leveled,
debris clared away, and the ground
prepared as well as possible about toe
cluster of new ecclesiastical buildings
which are rising upon Morningside
New

Heights.
These buildings are the Synod hall,
the deaconess house, the bishops
house, the dean's house and the choir
school.
Two of them, the deaconess
house and the choir school, are completed. The other three, of which
Ralph Adams Cram is architect, are
nearing completion. It has been the
architect's aim to make the bishop's
house and the dean's house beautiful,
appropriate for the functions which
they must perform, dignified, and yet
simple to the verge of austerity. They
have ample space and the rooms are
perfectly proportioned, which gives
the desired effect of richness without
luxury, dignity without ostentation.
The new Synod hall, which is practically finished, will be ready In time
for the convention. The main hall of
this building, where the house of delegates will meet, Is pronounced by
s
architects the most beautiful
meeting hall in the country.
One of Its most striking features is
the richly colored ceiling of painted
rafters, above which rises the darit
blue of the peaked roof. The intricate
carving of the west porch, which is
the main entrance, is progressing' rap
idly. The cost of the buildings and
fittings, which were donated by John
Pierpont Morgan an William Bayard
Cutting, will be close to $450,000. The
main hall will seat nearly a thousand
persons and the galleries surrounding
it 200 more.
Behind the new Synod hall, which
is in the southwest corner of the
grounds, rises the completed deaconess house, which overlooks Cathedral
parkway. A little north of this is the
bishop's house, built of Germantown
stone. In planning this the architect
had to keep in mind the public organizations, foreign bishops and prominent people from all over the world
who must be entertained there. It is
less of a personal residence than a
building for the sake of the diocese.
The bishop's house fronts west, but
there Is also an arched way between
it and the deanery. The arched way
gives upon a room with a lofty vault
ed ceiling of masonry suggestive of
an ancient guard room. The wide'
main hall of the building runs from
this to the western door. The grand
stairway, with its beautifully gradual
ascent, refutes the saying that "there
are no stairways in America" and will
be "made impressive with cords of
purple velvet for hand rails. On the
second floor is the big oak paneled
dining room with its high ceiling, the
kitchen and the' two largo drawing
rooms with their teek wood floors
and stone mantels, and the library
also furnished in oak.
The house contains a half a dozen

fo Sws:.
Weldon, 111.
"Gentlemen I Through Eckman's Alterative I bnve been saved from a premature
grave. On December 14, 1904, I was taken
with Typhoid Pneumonia.
lungs became very much affected; My
my
was examined and Tuberculosis sputum
Bacilli
were found. On February 21, 1905, I was
advised to go to Fort Worth, Texas.
While there an abscess In my right lung
broke and discharged. I grew worse,
and
became very much emaciated. My physician Informed me that I mnst go to
Colorado as quickly as possible.
I left
Texas, Jnne 21 and arrived In Canon
City, June 8 very feeble.
After being
there two weeks, my physician Informed
me that my case was hopeless.
Three
weeks later I returned home, weighing
103 pounds, the doctor having given me
no assurance of reaching there alive.
"On July 14, 1(105,
I began taking
Eckman's wonderful remedy for Consumption.
Today I weigh 158 pounds. I
am stout and well and can do any kind
of wonts about my grain elevator.
I have
not an ache nor pain In my lungs, eat
well, sleep well, and never felt better."
ARTHUR WEBB.
(Sworn flfllilavlt)
Eckman's Alterative is effective In Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or habit-formindrugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading; druggists
B. G. Murphey and Central Drug

Company.
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Cheap Excursion

I

Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
You can do so by riddinsr vourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kidrevs snow uric acid poisons to remain in the blood and rheumatic
pains swollen and arhin" Infnts follow. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment. They
will positively find permanently build
un the kidnevs restorp their normal
action and keen the uric acid crystals
nut of thf blond and body. Try tbero.
(). G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
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Tickets on Sale Sept. 25,

26,27
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guest rooms for dignitaries and many
more for the country clergy who will
always find a welcome at the bishop's
house. The second floor also contains
the private hall leading to the bed
rooms of the bishop and Sirs. Greer,
and a morning room. A private chapel
for the bishop, over the arched en
trance at the back, has been planned
but work on It has not yet begun
The bishop's study, with a coved ceiling, which looks truly ecclesiastical,
Is on the third floor.
The bishop's house is a bouse of
wide" spaces, ample cloak rooms, and
austere beauty, but me deanery, just
back of it on the east, is a smaller
residence in which every detail has
been made as perfect as possible. All
the floors in the servants' quarters are
of corked tile, and white vitrified tile
Tt ia fur-rnnn olpnr in tbp rpiline
nished throughout hi oak. the hallway, the reception rooms and the library being very simple but dignified
and beautiful. The deanery is being
built as a memoria to the late Clinton Ogilvie, by his wife. TIip?p two
buildings will not be finished in time
for the convention.
The choir school, which is to be
lioinea to tne aean s house by an
arched gateway, thus completing the
has accommodations for CO
close,
boys. The choir school is fust moving in, and soon its class rooms, refectory, .dormitories, srm-e- r baths and
sitting rooms will become populous
with sweet voiced youngsters. The
building Is on Morningside drive and
overlooks a great portion of the northern part of the city.' This will probably be the most perfect choir school
in the world. It is given by Mrs. J. J.
Blodgett In memory of her father, the
late John H. Sherwood, to whom a
tablet has been placed in the large
vestibule.
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CHURCH OF ST. JOHN THE DIVINE
IN NEW YORK READY FOR s
EPISCOPALEANS
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Kfefidne Effective

has been
howa that
fresh air and abiolnteljr
good food do help many
persons suffering from Tuberculosis. But
It must be admitted that tha disease la
seldom more than "arrested." Bomethlnc
more Is needed.
Eckman's Alterative ts a medicine mad
for the treatment of Tuberculosis. It baa
conquered this disease
and again.
Often these benefit
have been effected
where the surroundings were not ldeal-- yet
recoveries, resulted.
Now we
that Eckman'a Alterative should bearua
used
in every case of Tuberculosis, in addition
to Kpod, nourishing: food and fresh air,
which we all need. A remarkable cage

j

For ether information,
schedules, Etc., apply to
D. L. BATCHEL0R, Agent
Las Vegas. N, Mex.

California
Sale Daily,
September 25 to
On

October 10,

1913

Very Low Fare
to nearly all points in

Califorri.

the Northwest, and many p!m is
intermediate.
Liberal stopover privileges.
Accepted in Pullman Tourist
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
carried on Sante Fe Fast Trains.
Three trains daily from Kansas
City to California.
Personally conducted excursions.,
For literature, fare and service
from here, apply to

D. L. BATCH ELGR, Ajjent

Lits Vogtis, N.Mex.
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' EMPRESS
FLOUR

1

It 's giving you
a present for do- ing sometHinpyou d do spy
way when you
learn how Much

-
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Pres.
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Colonist
Tickets to

Winter
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Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GEE- MAN PROCESS

;
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ONE COUPON FRO'.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND ,

FIVE
Don't Wait Till You're

Bunged Up. Use S. S. S. Now.
balanced health as the nutritive properties of the grains, meats, sugars, and fats
of foods. Any local irritating Influence
in the blood is rejected by the tissue cells
and eliminated by reason of the stimulating influence of S. S. 8.
l'ou will soon realize its wonderful influence
by the absence of headache, a da
spreads its influence over every organ in
the body, comes through all the veins and cided clearing of the air passages, a
arteries, enables all mucous surfaces to steadily improved nasal condition, and a
exchange inflammatory acida and other sense of bodily relief that proves how
catarrh often Infests the enIrritating substances for arterial elements completely
that effectually cleanse the system and tireTousystem.
will find S. S. S. on sale at all drug
thus put an end to all catarrhal pollution.
It is a remarkable rernedv for
S. S. S. cleans out the stomach of mucous stores.
any and all blood affections, such as
accumulations, enables only pure,
eczema,
rash, lupus, tetter, psoriasis.
materials to enter the intestines,
and all other diseased conditions of
combines with these food elements to boils,
the blood.
special advice on any
enter the circulation, and in less than an blood disease For
hour is at work throughout tho body in Co., S02 Swiftwrite to The Swift SpeciUa
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga,
the process of purification.
Do not trills with substitutes. ImitaTho medicinal components of S. S. S. tions or any of the horde cf "Just aa
&ra relatively Just aa essential to WtU- - good" Couuterfoita of S. B. S.

STAVPS

BRINGS YCU 7 HZ
SPOON
IT '5
GENUINE. Wi.
ROGERS L

AH

If

you will go into any first class store
and gat a bottle of S. S. S. you are on
the way to getting rid of Catarrh. But
don't let anyone work off that old trick
of something "Just as good."
S. S. S. is taken Into the blood lust as
naturally as the most nourishing food. It
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cides that in order to save the girl's
voice, which he most certainly would
take from her should he visit her, he
must again resume his blind state.
He writes the girl informing her that
he Is never to be heard of again, and.
after sending the note, goes to a high
cliff and at the edge raises his head
directly to the sun, is stricken blind
and falls over the precipice to fall
among jagged rocks, which cause his
immediate death.
The man's body is found and an
Investigation of his death tattes ijiace.
house definitely
A servant of his
solves'1 the mysterious
problem by
briging forth from his rooms a box
The
on which is labeled cocaine.
at
man
A
normal
is
solved.
mystery
the time of his mother's -- death,
through, the use of this deadly drug
he had grown into a fiend' with a
recondite power 'over his fellowman.
His singular life ends, however, before his power extends ... over any
great amount of ground, although he
has practically ruined three lives dur
ing his career. The death of this
man brings out forcibly the danger
of
drugs and makes a
most forcible Impression. The lead
Ing part Is acted by Romaine Fields
ing and Is one of the most difficult
characters yet created In. a play for
movies. It requires the most extreme
control of expression and, superior
acting, and when completed Mr. Fielding thinks he will have produced the
and acted
best play ever
'
Tt
will con
V?
an
him
comoany.
by
sist of sr era) reels and will be a
special Lubin feature.

BEGINS

A WONDERFUL

PLAY
HIS BLIND POWER" IS A CREATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL

INTEREST

AN

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

INTERESTS G

STORY IN NEW
PLAY
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR" IS VE
HICLE THAT CARRIES A
GOOD LESSON

There has been a great deal of in
What promises to be one of the
terest manifested In the forthcoming
most interesting psychical tragedies
Broadhurst's
engagement of George
ever produced in motion pictures is
of married life,
now occupying the time of the Lubin
stirring drama-comedMotion Picture company of New Mex
Bought and Paid For," which will be
seen here on Thursday,, October 2.
ico, under the management of Re
The plot deals with Robert Stafford,
mains Fielding.
The play was written Saturday by
a handsome young self made millionMr. Fielding and has been named
aire, and a man of domineering will,
"Ills Blind Power." It is, without a
who woos Virginia Blaine, a pretty
doubt, one of the most mysterious
telephone operator at a fashionable
productions ever written for a motion
hotel, while transacting business over
picture play. The play is founded on
long distance. He invites her and her
a psychological principle, that being
sister, Fanny, and Fanny's Intended
the power of man over man under
husband, Jimmy Giley, a
certain conditions. The power reshipping clerk, with superflous
ferred to in this composition is that
ideas, to visit his palatial home. While
diabolical influence created in man
showing her all the treasures of his
through the use of drugs, which scienbachelor quarters he proposes, and
tists sometimes observe.
although as yet she does not love
"His Blind Power" features the
him, she is dazzled by her surroundaverage type of man. The leading
ings and accepts him. At the supper
character is not demented in any
that follows, he proposes a toast to
word
when the play
sense of the
the future Mrs. Stafford, much to the
Instead he is normal, ilis
opens.
surprise of his guests.
and
mother, whom he worships, dies,
Two years later the
At
is
blind.
smitten
he
through grief
Is the loving wife of this money
girl
his mother's death bed he finds a botwho has one Serious fault that
king,
has
been
cocaine
that
tle of
partially
mars the happiness of her cherished
IF CHILD IS GROSS,
used in a hypodermic during her
domesticity. He occasionally come3
He is seen leaving the room
home Intoxicated, in which condition
with this bottle.
FEVERISH AND SICK he is
entirely another being. Thus it
In another city a young man, a
occurs
that in the second act Stafford
who
of
one
the
has
lost
just
nephew
home artificially illuminated
icomes
his mother, also has lost his mother LOOK, MOTHER!
IS
IF TONGUE
after spending an evening at the
through death and1 Is making preparaCOATED GIVE "CALIFORNIA
tions to go west to his uncle, who
opera, and disgusts his wife by his in".SYRUP OF FIGS"
sinuations and by forcing his attentins promised to adopt him. The un-- e
revives a telegram to the effect
Children love this "fruit laxative," tions upon her. In this frenzy he says
that his nephew is on his way west. and nothing else cleanses the tender his check book has been the means of
Then nephew arrives and is strangely
making her his wife and establishing
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely,
affected when he sees his blind tincle.
in his home. The next day she
her
A child simply will not stop playing
The untie makes a statement that his to
to a reconciliation if he wil1
agrees
the
and
the
result
is,
bowels,
empty
nephew's eyes shall be his own, but they become tightly clogged
with forswear drink. This he refuses to
this is interpreted merely as it nat- waste, liver
gets sluggish, stomach do, on the ground he will not be dicurally would tie under similar circum- sours, then your little one becomes tated to. His wife leaves him end
stances. Th? next night, while read,
cross,
feverish, don't eat, goes to the home of her sister, taking
ing a book the nephew feel3 the ef- sleep or act naturally, breath is bad, a position as a saleslady, at the paltry
fects of blindness coming over him
system full of cold, has sore throat, salary of $7 a week. Brother-in-laand by mornine- is totally blind. On Stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen, Gilley has also come down in the
the other hand, the uncle regains his
Mother! See if tongue is coated, then world through the estrangement cf
eyesight in thf morning. The uncle give a teaspoonful of "California Stafford and his wife and informs his
is heartbroken to learn of the sudden
that by her quixotry she
Syrup of Figs " and iu a few hours sister-in-lachange that has taken place by which all the constipated waste, sour bile has absolutely ruined his career. An
"his blindness was transferred to his and
undigested food passes out of the idea to bring about a reconciliation
nephew. His actions show that he system, and you have a well, playful strikes Gilley and he calls the now
feels badly over the change, yet some-- ; child
again.
penitent Stafford on the telephone,
thing mysterious remains uncovered.
Millions of mothers give "California tells him that his wife wants to see
The man has a sister who is a
Syrup of Figs" because it is perfectly him. They meet and rush into each
"writer of considerable fame. He re- harmless;
children love it, and it other's arms and all is forgiven.
ceives an invitation to Visit her and never fails to act on the stomach,
"Bought and Paid For" ran for ovc-have one of her last works read to liver and bowels.
15 months in New York; six months
him. He decides to go and read the
bot- in
Ask your druggist for a
Chicago, and over six months in
work himself, now that he has re- tle of "California
of Figs," London, England.
Syrup
gained his eyesight. He visits the which has full directions for babies,
girl, reads the masterpiece and when children of all ages and for grown-up- s
IS A MISTAKE
'he leaves he takes with him all the plainly printed on the bottle. Beware
talent that she possess, robbing her of counterfeits sold here. Get the
Made By Many East Las Vegas Resiof her entire mind1 and leaving her genuine, made ''by "California Fig
dents.
mentally and physically deficient. The Syrup Company.
Refuse any other
With
still
deeper.
mystery grows
kind with contempt
Many people in a misguided effort
the knowledge of what he had taken,
to get rid of kidney backache, rely on
his
from
unwillingly yet helplessly,
plasters, liniments and other- makeown Bister, he rewrites the work she
DIVORCE CASE REOPENED
"
shifts.
The right treatment is kidney
book
to
a
large
has done and sends it
Boston, Sept. 24. The famous di
treatment
and a remarkably recomof
receives
the
highest
and
vorce
case
vs.
Rantoul
of Rantoul
agency
Draise for his work. The girl finds which was heard in February last, mended kidney medicine is Doan's
''in- Pills. Kast Las Vegas is no
that she has lost her power and is and in which the complainant, Mrs.
Informed by the book agency that she Rantoul,- avowed, her love for Chester exception.
must Improve or her work will not C. Rumrill, a wealthy society man of The prof is at your very door. The
a mental Boston and New London, who had following is an experience typical of
te accepted. She becomeswTeck.
Is
total
a
and
nonentity
been a classmate of her husband at the work of Doan's Kidney Pills In
Ig'the meantime the man still holds Harvard, was reopened today, when East Las Vegas.
He has
fVitv unexDlalnable power.
the' petition of Mrs. Rantoul for a H. A. Seelinger, 307 Grand Ave.,
been Informed by a physician, how modification of the divorce decree East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "A short
ever, that the first time he exposes came up for hearing In the superior use of Doan's Kidney Pills proved
his eyes directly to the sun he will divorce court at East Cambridge.
their worth in my case. I can reccourse
again become blind. During the
ommend them as a reliable remedy for
in
The
case
the
divorce
proceedings
of events the fiend visits an inventor's were
quite sensational and owing to backache or any other troubles, caused
T,nn and
there sees tne inventor
social
the
prominence of the parties by disordered kidneys. I base my high
working on a wonderful scientific probattracted considerable at opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills on perconcerned,
takes
tub diabolical power
lam
Mrs.
tention.
Rantoul charged her sonal experience. Several years ago I
hold of him and he steals from the
husband
with
and abusive treat- gave Doan's Kidney Pills my endorsecruel
of
mind
Inventor his ideas, leaving the
In- ment and was given a decree, giving ment, telling how they had relieved
The
blank.
man
a
the unfortunate
me of pain and lameness across the
vention is completed1 by the fieni, her the custody of the children during
as well as, toning up the kidneys.
back,
the
months
school
of
the
the
without
eight
left
year
while the inventofls
and alimony amounting to $150 a I fill be thankful for the benefit I
rower of reason, a wreck.
have had and will recommend Doan's
The fiend is in lore" with' a singer month In her petition Mrs. Rantoul
vis- claima that Mr. Rantoul has violated Kidney Pills at every opportunity."
not
has
He
talent.
who has great
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ited her eince the recovery of his the terms of the decree In several re
Foster-Mllbur- n
cents.
to
Co., Buffalo,
demands
and
she
more
invitation
an
spects
lght, but receives
New
York, sole agents for the United
do bo. Suddenly be is stricken by
States.
o th nn
fill mood.
During all the
Remember the name Doan's and
which
through
incidents
mysterious
HOW'S THIS
take no other. Adv.
"his sister and the Inventor have been
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Tuined, his blind nephew continually ward for any case of Catarrh that
Facing a Serious Proposition
lias reaided with him. The unfortun cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
The man or woman who nas kidney
ate drug victim has willed his entire Cure.
CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O. trouble is facing a serious proposition,
fortune to the boy, but that is the We,F. J.
the undersigned, have known where grave complications readily follimit of his power towards comforting F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years, low neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
the nephew and this even Is unavail- and believe him perfectly honorable an honest curative medicine that once
ovIn all business transactions and fin- taken into your system mean restored
ing. In the thoughtful mood that
able to carry out any obliga- health and strength. O. G. Schaefer
he
what
at
ancially
back
looks
him
he
ertakes
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
made
his firm.
tions
"has done. He sees his blind nephew, NATIONAL by
BANK '.OF COMMERCE,
liis mentally deficient sister and the
Yellow complexion, pimples and disToledo, O.
demented inventor, all in their resHall's ;CataiTh Cure is taken Inter- figuring blemishes on the face or
pective conditions as a result of his nally, acting directly unon the blood the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE
and mucous surfaces of the system. body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
coming .in contact with them. Then Testimonials
sent free. Price 7" is a powerful liver corectant. It purilias
had
he
"ne considers the invitation
cents per bottle;' Sold by all Druz-rists- . fies the system, stimulates the vital
to visit the girl whom he is envaf""1
organs and puts the body in fine
condition. Price 50c. Sold by
Take- Hall's Family Pills for constipto marry. His love is reatr h'Central Drug Co. Adv.
than his mysterious pover and he de- - ation. Adv.
fiend-creatin-
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boys and girls escort them to the station where the two newlyweds mount
the train from the horses' backs just
as the train is t pulling out. The
friends returning get a glimpse of Roy
and the neighbors going in the Hoffman Ban again. They follow and while
inside the girls coddle the old men
into signing a telegram recalling the
children. All Is forgiven.
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THE GUARDIAN OF
THE TRAVELING PUBLICS' SAFETY
i
The Waltham & Elgin Winding Indicator
-

WATCHES

FOR

RAILROAD

SERVICE

Did you forget to wind your watch last night?

FINE PICTURES

FOR THE REGULAR "FIELDING NIGHT" PROGRAM AT THE PHOTOPLAY

Just

a glance at the indicator on the new watches tells
Folev Kidnev Pills cure obstinate
cases of widney and bladder trouble,
the story.
rheumatism and lumbago, Decause
thev remove the cause. Yon can not
l
Three
feature pictures take this honest curative medicine in
the
which were produced by Romaine to your system without getting
LAS VEGAS. N. MEX.
results. Try them. O. G. Schaeright
.
.
.
...
t-c
Ir - 1
Fielding and his company will be fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
n.ker ot Uncommon Jewelery
joiinicnmuiiiiisijocior
shown tonight at the Photoplay
. Sapphire
Sept. Blrthstore
theater on the regular "Fielding day"
WINTER HAS ARRIVED
program. All three pictures are good
Denver, Sept. 24. Colorado, Wyomand were taken at Phoenix, Ariz. Syof New Mexico
nopses of the three plays are as fol- ing, Utah and parts
and Arizona experienced their first ket during the morning, basing their down turn. The heavy Canadian
lows:
on reports of unfavor- movement and Liverpool reports of
touch, of winter last night and today. attacks largely
"The Blind Cattle King"
able
in the steel and cop- free Russian offers had a discouraging
conditions
Don Remero, a blind cattle king of Snow or rain fell generally throughout
and Wyoming,, with a con- per industries. The break in copper influence on the bulls. The opening
Colorado
Mexico, leaves his home, dresses In
cent advance
siderable rainfall in New Mexico and metal abroad was followed by rumors was a shade lower to
the garb of a peon, determined to
Arizona. Freezing temperatures were of price reductions in the domestic and was followed by a little gain all
seek a mate who does not know of his
reported from parts of Wyoming, Col- market, which, however, met with de- around. Then the market underwent
great wealth. He steals a ride on a
Arizona and Utah, to the dis- nial. The possible effect of the new a rapid descent. The close was nertrain which carries him across the orado,
to
trict weather bureau here. There was tariff schedule on the steel trade was vous,
net lower.
Mexican
border into the United
heavy frost In parts of northern New made the basis of bearish predictions,
Although Illinois husking returns
States. There he is discovered at a Mexico.
Heavy frosts or freezing and new business was said to be fall- and predictions
regarding reecipts
station and upon being taken from weather are
were favored by the bulls, corn gave
predicted for this terri- ing off, despite price concessions.
the train is arrested. Miss Barnes, tory tonight.
Bear selling became more aggres- way with wheat. Prices started unwho is out riding with her father and
sive when it became evident that the changed to Vs cent off, made a fracmother, sees this and gets her father
decline was not bringing out support- tional gain and then sagged to a mato intercede with the railroad detecing orders. Union Pacific was depres- terial extent below last night's level.
REPUBLICAN
PARTY
tive, then taking the bling man home
sed two points, and numerous other The close was unsettled
to Vs
This is done by Mary without any
shares from 1 to 2. Bonds were ir- cents under last night.
other thought than helping a blind
Oats trading formed merely an echo
TO CHANGE RULES regular.
man. Afterwards Mr, Barnes becomes
The market reversed its course of the corn market but commission
Incensed to think that he allowed a
when the short coverings became ex- business was active and well distribtramp to be brought into his home and
tensive enough to absorb the specu- uted.
he puts the blind man out. Mary's THE SENTIMENT OF THE LEAD. lative selling. Union Pacific rallied a
Provisions flattened out with corn
ERS IS EXPRESSED BY NEW
heart has gone out to the afflicted
but the rise elsewhere did not and hogs. First sales were 2y2 to 5
point,
YORK CONVENTION
one and she seeks a lawyer fripnd
cents down and the sag was afterrun beyond a small fraction.
and asks him to help her find her
The market closed weak. New Ha- wards extended.
Washington, Sept. 24. Republican ven became
protege... The blind man wandering
The closing quotations were:
strong and active, rising
in Washington identified from 2
leaders
Into the hills finally falls exhausted.
to 89. No news was forthcomSept. 85; Dec. 87; May
Wheat,
rethe first with the demand for a
Mary, who is riding a spirited animal
the
to
sudden
prominence
92.
explain
ing
that she may forget the scene of her publican national convention to revise of the stock, which had been neglectCorn, Sept 7.1; Dec. 71; May
rules
and
party
procedure,
expressed
father's temper, unknowingly follows
the
close
bond
the
of
as
ed
hearing 72.
almost In the blind man's footsteps. strong approval today of the platform drew nigh. Other shares ruled in the
Oats, Sept, 40; Dee. 48; May
New
York
the
Her horse becomes unmanageable adopted yesterday by
main heavy, fitful rallies being suc- 45.
and runs away, runlng into the lake. republican state convention.
occasional spurts of selling.
Pork, Jan. $19.85 May $20.05.
The republican national executive ceeded by
The blind man hears her cries and
United States twos registered sold at
Lard, Jan. $10.95; May $11.07.
which last summer agreed
goes to her assistance, saving her committee,
96 against 97, the previous sale last
Ribs, Jan. $10.47; May $10.62
from being drowned. They return to call the entire national committee week, and
the year's lowest.
95,
60 days after the
"within
adjournhome to find the father and, lawyer
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
The .ast sales' were as follows:
ment of congress," is now being urgworried over her absence. The law. .75
Kansas City, Sept. 24 Hogs, reCopper
Amalgamated
ed to take Immediate action.
yer recognizes the cattle king, but T)or
bid
..Ill ceipts 9,000. Market steady to 5
The specific demands of those who Sugar,
Remero stops him from disclosing
cents lower. Bulk $8. 10 8. 50; heavy
95
Atchison
his identity. Later Don Remero re- want the party procedure changed, ac- Northern Pacific
112
$8.108.50; packers and butchers
turns to the home of Mary and meets cording to those chiefly interested in Reading
168
$8.108.65; lights $8 8. 60; pigs $6
emher. She determines to run away with the movement here, are clearly
7.50.
92
,
Pacific
Southern
him they are married and h.e takes braced in the resolutions of the New Union Pacific :
Market
.158
Cattle, receipts 13,000.
York
to
allow
convention, namely
her back to Mexico with him and finfed steers $8.809.10;
62
Prime
States
Steel
United
steady.
states to determine the method of seally arriving upon his own Immense
109
dressed beef steers $7.758.75; westUnited States Steel, pfd,, . ,
lands he tells her they are all hers. lecting their delegates to national consouthern
ern steers $6.508.30;
to base the representaShe thinks he Is jesting. Finally they ventions, and
cows $4.257; heifsteers
BOARD
CHICAGO
OF
$5.507;
,TRADE
tion in conventions on the number of
come to his magnificent home where
Chicago, Sept. 24. Wheat traders ers $59; stockers and feeders $5.50
votes cast for the party candidates at
he Introduces her to his mother and
dewho believed that after a five-da8.25; bulls $4.506.25; calves $6(g
his retainers then indeed she Is as- previous elections.
cline the market today would make a 9.75.
tonished. Later we see them in peace,
decided rally met with disappointSheep, receipts 9,000. Market steaNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
harmony and love &s we leave them.
ment. There was a slight show of dy.
Lambs $6.507.15; yearlings
New York, Sept. 24. Bear
"The Way of the Mountains"
$4.254.75;
strength early, but the effect soon $4.755.75; wethers
:
had the upper hand in the mar wore off and prices took a sh;rp ewes $3.5u4.25.
Don and Bob, two young .mountain
eers, love Mary Beall, a lass of the
hills. Tommy, Mary's little brother,
favors Bob, much to the chagrin of
Don. Later May goes down to a water ho'e to get a bucket of water
when Don spies her, and in his rough
way tells her he loves her. She repels him. Bob, who has been hunting'
in the hills, hears her scream and
rushes to her assistance,, beating Don.
The favored one then escorts Mary
home. Don 'awaiting his opportunity
to get even shoots at his enemy when
he leaves the house, misses him and
kills the girl's little brother. Bob
turns the body over to a relative of
of
the family and follows Don. Coming
up to him on horseback, they have a
gruelling fight. Don, overcoming Bob,
throws him over' his head to the
ground leaving him for dead rides
back to the Beall home telling them
that , Bob did the shooting. Mary,
who is determined to avenge "her
brother's death, comes upon Bob and
assists him to reach home In time to
give the lie to Don's testimony. Don
Is taken out by the rough mountaineers and one can easily guess his
finis, and we leave Bob and Mary and
the father with the son with the
thought ther way of the mountains'.
"The Family Next Door"
The Hoffman Bar is a notorious
tj.l r
place, mostly noted for the old referees, who settle disputes, hanging
out therein. Neighbors Ford and
1
Heap have a dispute which is settled
fLeevdy-To-Wejin favor of the former much to the
chagrin of the latter. Bob Ford Is in
love with Mary Heap. Heap, upon
arriving home orders young Ford away
Stanley
from his premises. Bob returns and
tels his brother Roy his troubles. Roy
Boy
never
tells Bob to go get the
minding the old folks. The cowboys
and girl make up their minds to as-lin the elopement of the two, thereOPPOSITE
'THE STORE OF QUALITY"
LADIES'
by fooling the parents. They start
route
en
oft for the parsonage and
send word to the respective parents
CASTANEDA
their plana to get married. They immediately start out in pursuit. As the
HOTEL
two are in the church getting married
N.Mf
Roy, the brother, sees the fathers
coming and holds them up. The cow
:,...3

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
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?JE HAVE SU

EFFOlIT

Our line is replete with novelties, most

them exclusive
a.t
styles,
very reasonable prices. Unequalled

select patterns, superior merit in

SUITS, COATS, DRESSES

DATS AND SHOES

WE: ARE OUTFITTERS FROM HEAD TO FOOT

'

'z

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
--

WE CARRY "

Palmer a.ndR.edfern

vr

Stein Dloch Suits for Men
Stetson Shoes and Hats
Scout Shoes

Ga.rmerts for Women
Manhattan Shirts

Underwear for Men

l

t

E. Las Vegas.

-

patterns

LA! VEGAS BAiLY OPTIC,

ji MUST NOT TRAVEL

PERSONALS

i
j

AT END OF A

F. W, Doolin of Watrcs was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
John Yerby of Wagon Mound came
in last night for a several days' business visit here.
J. B. Stephen, a well known busiUPTON'S CHALLENGER TO COME
ness man of Raton, was a business
ACROSS UNDER HER OWN
i
visitor In Las Vegas today.
CANVAS
Dr. M. F. DesMarias left this afternoon for Denver, where he will be
As to the matter of towing or not
on business for several days.
Sir Thomas Lipton's new chaltowing
J. J. Thomas of Colorado Springs,
lenger, Shamrock IV, to this side of
Colo., came in last night from his
Atlantic next summer, it may be
the
home for a short business visit.
said
that no stipulation covering the
came
J. P. Davidson of Albuquerque
'
.
. i a
of the cutter to this country
.
transit
.
,11 V n a KntilnaQD
in jasi nigm ana win u
waived in any respect, says
has
been
visitor here for several days.
in the Newi York Post. The
Fair
Play
Alamos
Wallace W. Tipton of Los
New
Yacht club fully expects
York
came in last night and will be a busion
will proceed
that
the
challenger
ness visitor here for several days.
own bottom and under canvas, and
her
F. V.'Mudge of Chicago is in Las
is not considering any other contin
Vegas today as a business visitor. He
gency.
Racing members of the de
will remain here for several days.
organization did not waste
fending
C. W. Cantwell, of Alamosa, Colo,
in discussion of this phase
words
many
arrived in the city last night and will of
the
cup event, contenting
coming
be a business visitor here for several
themselves, for the most part with redays.
certain things that took place
Frank Springer left this afternoon calling
of the yacht club, call
at
the
meeting
for Denver and will be a business
the Lipton challenge
ed
to
consider
visitor in that city for the next few
last April.
days.
It will be recalled that as a result
Mrs. H. P. Browne left last night
action at this meeting Commodore
of
for Chicago, Kansas City and CincinPratt
appointed a cup committee to
nati, where she will visit for the next
on arrangements with the Royal
carry
two months.
Ulster Yacht club. But before that
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Woodcock of
committee was appointed, the meeting
Winfield, Kan., arrived in the city last
put itself on record in an emphatic
the
for
here
visitors
night and will be
way as regards the question of towing
next few days.
not towing any yacht which might
or
NationR. D. Raynolds of the First
cross
the ocean in search of the troSt.
for
will
leave
tonight
al bauk
the club decided, would
Towing,
phy.
Louis where he will be on business
As a consequence,
not
be
permitted.
for several days.
entered upon
Miss Mary Ryan, formerly with the when the cup committee
with Lipton
conditions
of
discussion
Kew Mexico branch of the Lubin Mothis
Ulster
committee,
the
and
Royal
last
tion Picture company, left
night
club
at
a
settled
been
question having
for her home at San Francisco.
commitColonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant meeting, was regarded hy the
did not
solicitor for the Santa Fe railway, tee as closed, and the point
of
course
in
the
nego
come
even
up
left this afternoon for Santa Fe where
was
it
Sir
pointed
tiations.
Thomas,
several
for
on
business
he will be
out, knows of the stand the club has
days.
J. W. Hand, a brother of J. D. Hand, taken, and if, in spite of this, his
yacht is towed here, as has been fys
left last night for his home at
Ala., after havin been a vis- case with other challengers ot his, he
itor with his brother here for the past may find himself In hot water; in
deed, he will be quite likely so to find
few months.
himself.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor of the
George M. Pynchon was quoted yes
Presbyterian church, lett this afternoon for Tucumcari, where he will terday as saying that, i he is to head
attend the annual meeting of the a cup defender syndicate, he knew of
it only through reading the newspaPresbyterian synod of New Mexico.
Frank Young, J. D. Kirkpatrick and pers, which would Indicate that, so far
.T.
Fadden, all of Roswell, arrived in as he is concerned, plans for building
have not progressed very
Las Vegas last night from Mora a
where they have been on business for far. As a matter of fact, no definite
a short time. They will leave today information as to projects for cup de
fence are obtainable and the chances
for their home.
nature
I. D. Klaasen and family arrived in are that1 little of a definite
Las Vegas yesterday evening on their could be said. In the meantime, Niway to California from their home at cholson has been hard at work, and
Newton, Kan. They will remain here reports yesterday that the keel of the
lor several days before continuing challenger will be laid within a com
on their journey.
,
parafively short space of time seems
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Back of Mora to jibe with information in the pos
returned last night from Atlantic City, session of several members of the
Philadelphia and other places In the New York Yacht club. On all sides
east where they have been for the past there is no one Inclined o debate the
few months. Mr. and Mrs. Back will assertion.' that Shamrock IV Is going
to be
swift and able boat. While in
leave for Mora tomorrow.
Miss Mary Harris, Miss Margaret all probability she will not carry as
Gross and Miss Helen Kelly made up much sail 8s Sir Thomas's present
a party that left this afternoon for Shamrock, the
cutter, which
Trinidad, where they will visit for has been so successful on the mother
several days. Later they will make side, she will be swifter, unquestiona trip to Taos and there attend the ably. As to canvas, the Gosport debig fiesta that Is scheduled to take signer has stated that, under our
place there next week.
rules, the tax on sail area is too great
to warrant much canvas, and so, tak
THIEVES TO BE SENTENCED
ing this assertion into consideration.
Freehold, IT. J., Sept. 24. James together with other facts covering the
who same point, which have drifted out of
Mclntyre and Marie Kruege?,
pleaded guilty two veeks ago to the Gosport, men in the New York Yacht
of diamonds ard Jewelry worth club competent to speak upon such
L. matters say that, whereas the present
$5&,00.' from the home of Harry
Haas of Long Branch, N. J., on July Shamrock carries 10,000 square feet
2 last, will appear in court here to of canvas, tie new cutter likely will
morrow to receive their sentence. In not sport more than 8,000.
And yet, the new boat, It is held,
view of the fact that both have consented to furnish state's evidence will he swifter. If this is demonstrated in the trial races between the two
boats on the other side next spring' it
is believed that the British' win " be
I.
more, favorably disposed, toward our
Will LltTO.1. Lli G LH JUUICIIUJ
According to the testimony in the case measurement rule, than, any on! would
y dream'
possible. itTnd"er the' rule which
Mclntyre and Rhind planned the
obtains
who
in England large sail area is
Marie
and induced
Krueger,
was employed in the Haas household, a prime consideration, and the tento pack up the jewelry and gems so dency of all their sloops and schoon
as to have them ready when her ac- ers is to "sail on their ear," a fact
complices should come to the house which Would bother Americans . a
at night. Mclntyre pretended to be whole lot were- they compelled, after
in love with the jirl and she consid- this year, to build a boat under the'
international rule with the idea of
ered herself engaged to him.
bringing the America's cup back to
this country, In event of Lipton's chal
SHERIDAN IS PROMOTED
New York, Sept 24. Marrin Sheri- lenger taking it there. The discre
dan, Olympic star and champion dis- pancy in sil area, as between Eng
cus thrower of the world, was promot- lish and American sloops, was shown
ed today from patrolman
to first by the fact that the two American 15- an
at
designed by
increase of meter sloops, Dorello,
grade detiectdve,
$R00 annually.
Owen, and Medora, designed by Gard
ner, carry 3,000 square feet of canvas,
'
TODAY'S FOOTBALL,
vshile the British sloops of the same
New Haven, Conn., Sept. 24. Final rating carry' as high as 4,500 square
Score: Tale 21, Wesleyan 0.
feet of sail. Nevertheless, men quali
fied to speak, believe that Shamrock
Carlisle, Pa., Sept. 24 Final score: IV, with her smaller sail area, will
Carlisle Indians 26, Lebanon college 0. beat the present Shamrock in every- -

TOVLINE

i

thing hut- - a drift, compensating factors possible under American rules
accounting for this prospective superiority. And, as said bfefore, if this
contention prove true, the British, no
doubt, will realize that, after all, there
are merits in our uniform rule that
might well be copied.

Do business in a busines-likway and secure for yourself the great number of privileges that
are yours without cost as a result.
Office hours are convenient and employees obliging and polite. There is much information and
advice that is free to our depositors, and we are always ready to consult you, if you wish.

PRESTIGE
FOR THE
$500,000
OF ENCOURAG-

BANK
PEOPLES
-

ING ATHLETICS

League
at Pittsburgh.
Boston at Philadelphia; 2 games.
Brooklyn at New York.
American

League

Philadelphia at Boston.
American Association
Kansas City at Indianapolis.
Minneapolis at Louisville.
Milwaukee at Toledo.
St. Paul at ColumhUB.

Western League
Denver at Omaha.
Wichita at St. Joseph.
Des Moines at Topeka.
Lincoln at Sioux City.
National

League
24

Philadelphia, Sept.

First game:
R.H.E.

.4

9 2
Boston
3 2
-- 0
Philadelphia
and
Rariden;
Batteries:
Rudolph
Seaton, Brennan and Killifer. ;
;;

-

CAPITAL

Sept. 23. While the
Athletic
Federation
International
out wrinkles In
was smoothing
the program to be offered as
a model for the Berlin games, the
Olympic controversy that has held the
attention of English, athletic followers
since the Stockholm meet of a year
ago attained fresh prominence. The
proposal to raise a fund of $500,000
rather staggered the average subject
of George V. Although there were
to the fund
few early subscribers
there were hundreds of Inquiries as
to what was to be done with this
enormous sum of money.
The Duke of Westminster In a pub
lic letter calls attention to the long
list of sporting trophies and championships which England lost during
the past 15 years. He wrote:
"'Polo, America; racquets, America ;
yachting, America; lawn tennis (sinNew Zealand: lawn tennis
gles)
(Davis cup), America; court, tennis,
America (Jay Gould); boxing, Amer
billiards, (English), Aus
;
tralia; Fwimming,
Africa-NeZea
South
Canada;
cycling,
lacrosse,
land;
trotting horse, America; running horse, America; horse
New

York,

Jose tract and corner No. 3 of this
survey. Thence North 29 degrees east
along foothills 64.00 chains distant to
corner 4 of this survey which is a
stake in mound of stone properly
marked.
Thence south 61 degrees
east 89.12 chains to corner No. 6 of
this survey which Is a stake in mound
of rock. Thence South 36 degrees 30
minutes West 63.00 chains distant to
corner No. 6 and north bank of Rio
Gallinas.
Thence northwesterly along
the north hank of Rio Gallinas to corner No. 1 and place of beginning.
Containing 756.34 acres, more or less,
according to survey made hy John L.
Zimmerman.
Tract No. 2. Beginning at corner
No. 1 which Is a stake in mound of
si one. and identical with the northwest
corner of Agaplta Duran claim on
south bank of Rio Gallinas, from
whence a cross on chapel In Plaza
Lcs Torres bears north 53 degrees 10
minutes west 16.88 chains distant.
Thence southwesterly along Bouth
bank of Rio Gallinas 23.87 chains to
angle in river, and corner No. 2 of
France-Russifencing, vhis survey which Is a stake lu mound
jumping,
France; shooting (King's prize), Can- of stone. Thence northwesterly along
ada; skating, Sweden; track and field the Rio Gallinas 28.00 chains to the
northwest corner of Ramona Valverde
athletics, America.
"This is a tale of national disaster. claim and corner No. 3 of this survey
Is England to do nothing to recover which is a stake in mound o stone.
her ancient supremacy as the mother Thence south 5 degrees 15 minutes
of sport? The king Is both a man of west 42.75 chains to southwest corbusiness and a sportsman. As Prince ner of Ramona Valverde claim and
of Wales on a memorable occasion, corner, No. 4 ot this survey which Is a
his momentous 'Wake up England' stake in mound of stone. Thence
electrified an empire and gave an im- south 79 degrees east 130.00 chains
mense stimulus to commerce and in- distant to corner No. 5 of this survey.
dustry. As' our sovereign he now bids Thence north 12 degrees east 63.75
Britain to 'wake up' in sport and chains to corner No. 6 and south bank
hopes that every effort will be made of Rio Gallinas. Thence northwesterly
to ensure that the United Kingdom is along the south bank of the Rio Gall!
represented by its best athletes at the nas 60.50 chains distant to corner No. 7
1916. We which is a stake in mound of stone.
Olympic games in Berlin in
are in honor bound to go forward and Thence southwesterly
along south
do our level best to' restore the lost bank of Rio Gallinas to corner No. 1
nrestise of a great sporting nation. and place of beginning. Containing
But victory means efficient organiza 643.87 acres, more or less, according
a
tion and training, and both cost to survey. Excepting therefrom
money.
certain tract of land as claimed by
"I confidently appeal to my fellow Charles Tramhley, Silverio Archuleta
sportsmen to help me in getting the and Ishmael Delgado, containing 37.15
$500,000. for which a national appeal acres, and likewise excepting1 therewas made by Lord Grey, Lo'd Harris, from 134.77 a res heretofore sold to
Lord Rothschild, Lord Roberts, Lord Rets Colemand; together with al! waStrathcona, and myself as "quickly as ter and water rights now and hereto.
Pi
possible."
fre used in connection with and belonging to said a'ove de'.rlber' tan is;
NOTICE
ai1 of tho abov? described lan ls are
State of New Mexico, County ot San situated in Precinct No. 38, county of
Miguel, In the District Court.
San Miguel, Territory (now state) of
Nels C. Kler, and
New Mexico, and according to survey
Alma S. Kler
made by John L. Zimmerman; and
Plaintiffs.
being the same lands conveyed by EdNo. 7559.
vs.x
ward E. Johnson and others to said
'
'K
al.
et
Ellis
Roy H.
Nels C. Kler by deed dated April 7th,
Defendants.
1911, which said deed isrecarded May
You, the defendants to the above 31st, 1911 in book 70, page 311, Records
entitled cause and each of you, who of Deeds and Conveyances of San Miare. Roy H. Ellis, Rose Ellen Ellis, guel county,, New Mexico, reference
James W. O'Connell, G. W. Stahl, W. to which deed is hereby made.
S. Greenland, Mrs.' W. S. Greenland,
The further objects of said suit are
(First and real name unknown) are also that a certain deed executed by
hereby notified that suit has been plaintiffs to the defendant Roy II.
commenced in the District Court of Ellis, conveying said land to him be
he set
thei Fourth Judicial District In
aside, vacated and held for nought
slate "of New Mexico, County of 'San iThat the deed made and executed by
Miguel being cause No. 7559 by the the defendants Roy H. Ellis and Rose
plaintiffs above named. The objects (Ellen Ellis to the defendant W.
of said suit being, that you the said (Greenland be set aside, vacated and
defendants he forever restrained and held as nought, which said deeds were
enjoined from claiming any right, title filed for record and recorded upon the
or interest in and to the real estate records of San" Miguel county," New
in the complaint and hereinafter de- Mexico. And that said defendants be
scribed. That plaintiffs be decreed required to 'make, execute and deliver
to be the owners of said real estate to plaintiffs a deed conveying to them
v 1
and entitled to possession of same and the title to said real estate.,; "
that' their .title be quieted in them The grounds of "said relie? prayed
ajrainst any claim of said defendants. for by the plaintiffs being that said
The said real estate being situated In defendants by fraud and conspiracy
the County of San. Miguel, State of Induced plaintiffs to convey said real
New Mexico and described as follows, estate to the said Roy H. Ellis. Plaintiffs pray for general relief.
Tract No. 1. Beginning at corner
Plaintiffs attorneys are James T.
No. 1, which is a stake in mound of Begley, W. W. Slabough, of Omaha,
stone and identical with the south Nebraska, and W. G. Haydon, East
west corner of the claim of Virginia Las Vegas, New Mexico.
C. de Baca on north bank of the Rio
That unless you the said defendGallinas, from "whence a cross on ants, and each of you enter your apchapel In Plaza los Torres bears pearance In said cause on or before
north 85 degrees 15 minutes west the 17th day of November, A. D. 1913,
33.00 chains distant.
The Northeast decree pro confesso and judgment by
corner of Gomesinda Lopez bears default will be rendered against you
South 4 degrees 30 minutes east 4.42 and each of you.
chains distant. Thence north 7 de
Dated this 24th day of September,
grees east 20.G6 chains to corner No. A. D. 1913.
2, which is a stake in mount of stone (Seal)
LORENZO. DELGADO.
and identical with the northwest corClerk of the Above Entilted Court.
ner of Virginia C. de Baca. Thence
south 88 degrees 45 minutes east alon;
foothills or foot of Mesa 30,23" chains
distant to southwest corner of San Subscribe for The Optic.
America-Australia-

American Association
Toledo, O., Sept. 24. First game:
R. H. E.
Milawukee .
Toledo - -

'

1

r

0

0

Batteries: Ho vlik and
Brenton and Bassler.
Indianapolis, Sept.

24

S.

First game.

R.H.E.
9

5

11

1

and

BASEBALL

National League
At Pittsburgh Brooklyn,

Pitts-

burgh,
American League
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 21;
Detroit, 8.
At New York New York, 3; Cleveland, 1.
Louis, 5;
At
Washington St.
Washington, 8.
Chicago
At Boston Boston,

Western League
At Omaha Denver, 7; Omaha,
At Topeka Des Moines, 11;

2.

4.

At Sioux City
coln, 5.
At St. Joseph

Sioux City, 11; Lin-

Wichita,4; St.

3.

STANDING

OF THE CLUBS

National League
Won
New York

94
81

Philadelphia
'....83
Chicago .
.75
Pittsburgh
..62
Boston .7?.'..
62
Brooklyn .. i
63
Cincinnati ..
49
St. Louis .......

Lost

Pet

46

.671

65
62

.596

6Wy

7f

.572
.525
.446

78

.443

85

.4:26

98

.333

American

Leaguo
Won Lost
34

Philadelphia
Cleveland .
Washington
Boston

..73

...

....74

Chicago
Detjrott

83

49
62

Denver
Des

Moines

.672
i

65
72

.625

,53f-

88

...55

92

.376
.374

Won

Lost

Pet.

98

67

.632

88

.667

81

St. Joseph

80

76

Omaha,
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

'....75

80

.512
.483

..71

83

.461

68

89

62

94

.434
.395

...

.519

FOOTBALL GAMES TODAY
Yale University vs. Wesleyan University, at New Haven, Conn.
Cornell University vs. Ureinus College, at Ithaca, N. Y.
Carlisle Indians vs. Lebanon Valley
College, at Carlisle, Pa.
vs. Norwich
Holy Cross College

University at Worcester, Mass.
Lehigh University vs. Albright
lege, at South Bethlehem, Pa.
University of Maine vs. Fort
at Orono, Me.

-

-

S113.000.00

All &

A--

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE
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"Nix"
'Nothing doing around
here electric lights are
worse than pistols and
4

J
M

f

bull dogs.

"Let's quit while the
quitting is good."

"Vi

Y

The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps.

Las Vegas Light &
Power Company

tE.

Las Vegas,

New Hex.

"ra

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E.

D

Raynolds,

Vice

President

Hallen Raynolds, Cashier.

'

DavisVice President,
Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

S. B.
H.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS,

Capital,

$100, 000

M. U

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Col-

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

j

Pet

67
T6

Lincoln

.0 Q

TRUST CO.

-

J

.658

Western League

rob-'her-

-

.,

,

425

New Yorkv.VM
St. Louis ......

l,

France-German-

Hughes;

Kansas City
5
Indianapolis
Batteries:
Ritchie, Allison
O'Connor; Leroy, M,olz and

YESTERDAY'S

rugby-footbal-

th-3- t

.

OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT HERE
e

RAISE
PURPOSE

Chicago

FIVE

TO REGAIN HER

WILL

National

24, 1913.

LMAIMIOUS

BASEBALL

TODAY'S

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

hi;'

Interest Paid on

TLrsa

Deposits

'

1,000

FULLV

EOlPPFO

AT YCUR ECO

7

t:

(S

J

'

V

.

j

0V2PiL4riD V.CZ'X COT
Telephone or call and we will have cur u'ctnr::
Jstrator show you

YrHs
las
t" "f f V"r"'
L.UU I
.....
jO l.uivt.ui.J U
Ptajne Main 344.
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who would attribute his powers to any

GRADUATESCHQQL

PRINCETON

R EMARKABLE

liny

u.

IT

Detroit, Sept. 24. The boy with the
mirror brain, is what they call
George Van. Vleet. His exceptional
mental activity dates back to early

e

boyhood.

At an age when the average young-- .
Bter's vocabulary consists of a series
of Bounds that no one but a doting
parent could1 by any stretch of imagination construe as representing even
"googoo," George was talking distinctly, repeating words that Would stump
many a grown-up- .
By the time he was 16 months old
ho astonished physicians who had
been attracted by stories of his ability
when such simple words as spondlyo-otherappolycotyledon,

metaptery-goid-

,

llmnanthaceae rolled off his
tongue as easily as though they contained but one syllable.
Today, Just turned 4, there 13 not
a word in the English language that,
having heard once, he will not repeat
with, astonishing clearness, of enunciation.
lie has never been taught to read.
All letters look alike to him when
they are coupled together, yet here is
a feat sufficient to confound those

rN IIjH
ini u inhi in V
. r

1 1
1

OPENS

i

AT AGE OF FOUR HE HAS ONLY
TO SEE A THING ONCE TO
REMEMBER

training he may have received.
it
Take a map of the world, spread
a
with
him
arm
out in front of him,
littheir
ave
l
geniuses
tootbpick-- pll
AT
of
tle eccentricities, and his consists
to he used
a partiality, for a toothpick
he will indicate
as a pointer-a- nd
every country on the map aim
He
o Bonnnd's hesitation.
H Wiuiuuv.
,
of
those
of
many
knows the capitals
11
i
wen.
as
WILL BE PROVIDED
STUDENTS
cities
chief
and the
down
OPPORTUNITY FOR INCREASOne of his pastimes is sitting
ED RESEARCH
with a geography and his toothpick
lands that
and locating
been
Princeton, N. J., Sept. 24 The new
have at some time or other
to
him.
Graduate college, the first
Princeton
out
pointed
there is
When it comes to history knowl-edg- of its kind in this country, was opencommon
ed here today with a promising enscarcely a question of
He rollment. It is believed by the foundthat he is unable to answer.
ers of this college that is opening
can name all the presidents.
is a pho- will mark an important development
home
Vleet
Van
the
In
80 disc rec- in
college education in the United
nograph, with probably
mention
and
these
The only 'institutions of a
one
States.
Take
pf
ords.
and be similar kind are to be found at the
the piece on the obverse side
title of Fellows' college at Oxford, at Camwill immediately tell you the
bridge, England, and in connection
the selection on the reverse, going
without fal- with several continental universities.
through the entire list
'
The need of a graduate college has
tering.
is no been felt for a long time at Princeton.
His familiarity with colors
'less astonishing, it being impossible It was first mentioned during the
even the regime of President Wilson, and plans
to puzzle him to defining
shades.
for carrying the work were started
most delicate
shortly afterward. Graduate work
has been included in the course of the
Trouble
adCan't Afford to Have Kidney
to support university since 1877, during the
No man with a familv
James
nor
ministration of President
VH-r- v
trouble
can afford to have
when Princeton was still the
"College of New Jersey." No attempt
was made to give graduate students a
separate home until "Merwick," an
and
backache
Kidney Pills
and estate of 11 acres in Bayard lane, was
system
the
tone
up
rheumatism,
and purchased a few years ago as a temrestore normal action of kidneys
and Red
O. G. Schaefor
Madder.
porary residence hall.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
The number of students was limited
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It will
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COLUMN
CLASSIFIED

ADVER

11

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnee preferred.
Five

i
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Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
saoh month. Vlsitlnf
brothers cordially
Was. p. Mi'ia
H. 8 .Van Petten.
Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

L. O. O. MOOSE

i

Meets second

an3
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall.
Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
fourth

Thursday

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tues-daof the month In the vestry rooms
NO. 2, of
Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock p.

y

m. Visiting brothers are
cordially Inconclave mc 4 Tue- - vited. Isaao
Charles
Appel,
President;
r- in eaca month at Ma- Greenclay,
Secretary.
oni Tenuue at 7:1 9. m. o. h.
KlnkeL B.
Chas. Tamme,
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

4,ap
?jr nay

C;

1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vit'ting
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYbrethren cordially invited to attend.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. Q.;
vocation first Monday In T. M.
Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
eacn month at Masonic
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock. Cemetery
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Trustee.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. 0.
Blood, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
8. Meets first and third Fridavn on
the second and fourth Mondays of
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, Mrs.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telenhone Montague,
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Main 329.
members are especially welcoi a"d
girl,
cordially Invited.

FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOQD
102 Meets every Monday
night at
Good O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. C. Werts, Presi
WANTED A good milch cow. In dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C. H.
quire Catarino Romero, near public Baily, Treasurer.
school, Old Town.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED By October 1st., good woman for general housework. Apply month Elks' home on Ninth street and
at any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon, Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
1108 Seventh street.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
WANTED To rent
Phone Secretary.
piano.
Main 628.
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
f urth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

Pioneer building.

LOCAL TIME CARD
Eas: Bcund
Arrive

Depart

9:1?:
2. .. 9:10 p. m
No. 4 ,.11:05 p. m
11:05
No . . . . 2:05 a. m....2:10
No. 10. ,. 1:45 p. m.... 2:10
West Bound
No.

Arrive
No.

1

.

..

No.

3

.

.

No.

7..

No.

9..

.

.
.

.

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

a. m
pj m

Depart

p. m

a.

p. m
p. m

m...

p.

m

p.

m.

.

.

.

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p.

m

a. m.
p. m.
p. m

ATTORNEYS

Visiting members

FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse. are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
W. F. White, 523 Sixth street.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker

Attorneys-at-LaAlmost new first class KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURNew Mexico
Las
Vegas,
furniture. Mrs. S. M. Martin, 406
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
National.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
DENTISTS
FOR SALE Cheap, single iop buggy month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
In good condition; also two room Ladies
DH. F. B. HUXMANN
always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
camp cottage.
Dentist
Inquire 210 Ninth
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
street.
Dental work of any description at
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
moderate prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
FOR
SALE Runabout,
enuioned. Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main I3ti
cheap for cash; this week only. First East Las Vegas, N. M.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
$200 takes it. Inquire Optic.

FOR

:

W. M.,

TISEMENTS

Re-fn?-

1 1

LODGE NO. 2, A. P.
A.

TOR

AND CAFF

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

RATES

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN PLK ALWAYS HANDLED

WAI3T

Tne healing demulcent, oualities of
OPTICS NUMBEH. M!
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other, medicine
for noir;hs and colds. Any substitute
f
offered vou Is an Inferior article.
t oafcept it for it can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of Fo-in- WANTED
ipv's TToney, and Tar Compound,
Good native second
sist upon the genuine, which contains
Apply 1029 Seventh street.
O. G. gchaefer and Red
T'n opiates.
Cross Tm? Store. Adv.
WANTED Experienced cook.
wages. 1053 Eighth street.

""

V

in a onnmm Ailn f A

LOBBY
--

The
considerable more students.
classes are held In the university
halls and the regular members of the
faculty are the instructors. It Is
planned, however, to secure the services of a number of prominent

:

v

I

'

r

to 4, with allowance for 12 more at
the table. An additional house was
secured recently, affording lodging
tor eight students, while all others
who took courses in the graduate
school entirely
depended upon the
rooms in the university and upon
town rooms.
Under the rule of the university allowing a certain number of graduate
fellowships, some of the scholars are
employed as substitutes and assL
in the various courses which they
are pursuing, and accommodations
are given td them in the dormitories.
The present equipment of the graduate college consists of five large and
handsome buildings, entirely fireproof, heated with steam and lighted
with electricity. All students' rooms
are completely furnished, Including
even window curtains, bedding and
bed linen. A single suite Includes
usually a bedroom and a
study. The present capacity of the
graduate college Is 102 students and
it is expected that In a year or two

SALE

.

U UULJLJLJijIj

j

i

FOR SALE Household goods, bed
couch, dresser, tables, chairs, ice
box. Must be sold at once.
411

Eighth street.

II

V

i

1,1
s

I

1

J

FOR SALE Four room house and
sun room, two lots, well, city
water and sheds; $5S0 cash. Box
244, East Las Vegas.

tfvmfv::

.1

W"lMH.uiHi

for He tit
PIANO for rent.
1 1

The Family. Next Door

417 Eighth street.

The Way of

for rent.

417

-

ROOM and board for gentlemen In
Mrs. Noyes,. 02
private family.
'
Main.

Mountains

the

From Distilled Water Free' from Bacteria or Germs of anv
despnption No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50c per IOC lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

FOR RENT Five room furnished cottage. Call 618 Grand aevnue.

FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
ground floor, with or without hoard.
725 Sixth street.

Phone Main. 227

fiasi

w

,

--

118119:15 - ISIS

J

COMING
3

"THE

P.

VTTLESNAKE"

-

"HIAWANDA'S

CEQSS

AUTOMOBILE,

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

"

CARRIAGE

AMD

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

-

"THE HARMLESS ONE"

7

Market Fi
Classified ad. Search out the people to mom amonr, ai
those who MIGHT BT ths particular thlmg It worth rnosu
That property Ton want to seU
who reads the ada. in tfcis mewspaper

It

WORTH

MOST

mo

and woild aerer
your property unless It were advertised aere.

l

siaB
hear
,

Others, who read and ant rer ads. In this aewtaper waat
are anxious to pay eaan tor) books, automobiles, need toteMa-ulnesi of any tort, and musical
and furniture, artlclos of

ia

?

u

ttrumentt.

At the classified ada. are read b) all potsiale bmyezt, of all
alble sorts of things,' tbey save eoase to be finders of the best m&t
x

kota.

Subscribe for The optfe.

........

.20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 Ibt.
30c per 100 Ibt.
......40c per 100 Ibt.
50c per 100 Ibt.

ANT Ads
Are Best

10:15

M uillLLdU l!m
rOW!GHT, ONLY

RETAIL PRICES
..............

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities of Whih Hav Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FURNISHED ROOMS for light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial- Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Lincoln Ave

AGUA PURA COMPANY

RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.

- sco IDMlti

1200

or More, Each Del very
2,000
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each (Dlivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dsllvery
lbs--

FOR

WEDNESDAY,

:

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

FOR RENT Three rooms furnished1
or unfurnished, located on West
side. Call Main 292.

FURNISHED cottage
Eighth.

The Blind Cattle King

QRYSTfiL JOE

7JEZZ

6

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

24, 1913.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

May,

Per

Regular dance at F.

...65c

Malvoise, Per Basket

50c

..........

50c
50c

Mission, Per Basket

NEW JERSEY SWEET
POTATOS

PICKLES NOW

Watermelons
2c Per Pound

LA CUEVA APPLES

STEARNS'

STEARNS'
STORE

AT THE HOME OF

BEST

THE

EVERYTHING

OF

Light automobile lamps

EATABLE

Iloosier Kitchen
Cabinets

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.
iV

Oak dresser, chiffonier, coruode, he
box, Iron bed, springs and mattress
for sale. 823 Eighth street.
Phone
Main 617. Adv.

flAYWARD
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necessary for you to buy one of the higher-price- d
to have access to all the wonderful variety of Victor music.
a
IV at
Any instrument from the
XVI will play every
$15 to the 200 Victor-Victrol-a
record in the Victor catalog.
Select the instrument that is best suited to your
home and start in to enjoy the music and fun. Come in
and see us about it today.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lfbby, of course.
In wood.

Remijlo Garcia of LaLiendre apat the court house late yesterday afternoon for $2 as bounty upon
a coyote killed by him recently near
his home.
plied

OF HIS OWN STUNTS
MAN TESTIFYING IN DEFENSE OF
BIXBY CONFESSED HIS

"SPORTINESS"
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 21.- - W.
H, Evans, a justice of the peace at
Monrovia, Colif., called by the defense
to testify concerning an alleged black
mailing plot against George H. Bixby,
the Long Beach millionaire charged
with having offended against girls,
was subjected to further
today.
When first placed on the stand yesterday Justice Evans detailed alleged
attempts of Inmates of the Jonquil
resoi t and their attorneys to obtain
money from him.
Today he admitted he had gone to
the Jonquil three or four times !n two
or three months to see Myrtle O'Dair,
a gir) aimate and one of the witnesses
against Bixby.
Evans was questioned concerning
lis relations with the O'Dair gril,
which he admitted had been intimate.
The defense announced that Octa-viu- s
W. Morgan, an architect of Los
Angeles, would take the Btand to tell
of alleged attempts to blackmail him
and that the defendant himself would
probably Ic the last witness.

CO.

THE CARTOONIST
Makes You- Forget Your Troubles

farm,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. Zuber
fell and broke her arm at the elbow.
She was brought to Las Vegas last
night and the arm was set by a local
The Zubers live on the
physician.
The sports committee of the coun
ty fair held a meetmg late this afternoon at the court house in the office
of the chairman, Lorenzo Delgado.
Mr. Delgado said this morning the
committee plans to provide an excellent program of sports for the fair.

For Cash or Easy Payments

RAINEY

"

OUR. SLOGAN

famous hosier

J.

C. JOHNSEN AND SON
"Complete Furnishers of the Home"'

Quick delivery

satisfy.

RETURNS WESIGARD

Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense
means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can

Durable in construction, reliable in ODeration

cheaper thnn iinrse power

LIKES

TO STATE OF

THE SANTA FE

ARIZONA

TRAIL

information gained last night by
Sheriff Roman Gallegos. Rainey is
said to have purchased1 two tickets
for Ash Fork. As his wife and daugh
ter had transportation to Oswego,
Kas., it is not known who accompanied him. Train No. 7 stops here only
a few minutes, and Rainey is said to
have purchased his ticket during that
time and reboarded the train.
The sheriff's office has heard noth
ing further from the sheriff at Phoenix, who recently wrote and asked if
the local peace officer could give him
any evidence that would tend to show
that a man believed to be Rainey and
Mrs. F. Schmidt had committed an infraction of the Mann white slavery
law when they went simultaneously
to Phoenix a few weeks ago. At last
reports Mrs. Schmidt was still in

WILL PLEAD GUILTY
The six employes of the Al G.
Barnes circus who were arrested In
this city on September 12, still remain in the Santa Fe county jail.
Nothing has been decided by the dis
trict court as to whether the men are
guilty. The charge has been changed
from burglary to petty larceny. Two
of the six arrested here turned state's
evidence, while the charge has been
withdrawn against one man for some
unknown reason. The men will prob

ill: ii

,

ably plead guilty and be sentenced
today.
GRANDE WINS
Denver, Sept. 24 Judge J A. Riner,
RIO

in the United States district court at
MOYER WANTS A ROBE
an
24.
Cheyenne, today handed down
President
Washington, Sept.
Moyer of the Western Federation of opinion sustaining the sale of 7,571
Miners today asked Senators Borah shares of stock in the Rio Grand'?
and ;Shafroth to bring about a federal Junction railway to the Danver & Rio
investigation of charges of peonage Grande. The effect of the decision is
and 'involuntary servitude in the Calumet- to give the Denver & Rio Grande ex,-Mich.,
copper strike district. The clusive control of the Rio Grande
executive council of the American Junction, a line hitherto used "by the
Federation of Labor, in session here, Rio Grande and the Midland jointly
considered today f. nation-widstrike from New Castle to Grand Junction.

OOD

13R.OCERJ1
Large Juicy
Colorado
Fancy

The suit was brought by the Central
Trust company of New York, trustee
for the bonds of the Colorado Midland,
against the Colorado MIdlend, the
Denver & Rio Grande, the Rio Grande
Junction and George J. Gould. The
complainant corporation alleged that
the sale of the Rio Grande Junction
stock to .the Denver & Rio Grande,
after the Colorado Midland had de
faulted In the payment of a $180,000
loan for which the Rio Grande Junction stock had been deposited as col
lateral security, was invalid.

PEACHES

California

Ripe Tomatoes
4 lbs. for 25c

Fancy Table

Pars

3 lbs. f r 25c

Cooking Apples
Evergre. n Sweet

Corn
Celery

e

1

Pf&kislf,
f

BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY WAGOti
Inmurem

The Rosenthal Furn. Co.

Yesterday was the first day of
autumn, according to the rules set
down by the calendar experts. The
day, in accordance with its title, was
a typical autmnal day, and this fact
went not unnoticed by all pedestrians,
"
Phoenix,
j
who were alternately in sunshine and
The letter from the Arizona officer
shadow and continually in the mud.
aroused the curiosity of the sheriff's
office and Assistant District Attorney
Provided the grim reaper does not
Chester A. Hunker, who are being
cut Mr. and Mrs. Severo Padilla off
with Information regarding
supplied
at an extremely early age they are
movements.
It is reported
Rainey's
sure to have a long, and doubtless
the Arizona officers are similarly enhappy, married life. Thtj couple were
Several or Rainey's friends
gaged.
married today. The bride, who was here think he
has committed no inMaria Manuelita Duran, is 14 years
fraction against the law, but are at
of age, while the groom, Severo Pa
a loss to account for his movements
dilla, is 19. The young people live in of the
past few days.
San Jose. They had their parants'
consent to wed.
Subscribe for The Optic.

-

benefit assessment for the strikers.
"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
FIELDER IS NOMINATED
on. Old management; old rates. CarNewark, N. X, Sept. 24. Supporters
riage out every Saturday. Leave orof Woodrow Wilson nominated Acting
ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
Governor James F. Fielder as their
candidate for governor at the New
Jersey primaries yesterday, carrying
n
all but two counties. His majority
was estimated at 20,000. Everett Colflie Ideal Mountain Resort
by won the progressive nomination
Phones Main 20 and Olive 5174
by 2,500. in the republican primaries
KdwaM C. Stokes, former governor,
All Year Round Resort
an easy winner.
was
13

EL FORVENIR

Today

For Sale by

party of Mexican musicians arrived in Las Vegas today and gave a
concert on the streets this afternoon.
The concert lasted as long as any
money came from the spectators.
A

mesa.

OPENS
Omaha, Neb.,? Sept. 24. The city is
filled with thousands of visitors from
all parts of the state and also from
Iowa and South Dakota, who have
gathered here to take part in the great
'
carnival which opened
here today and will come to an end
on October 4, with a mammoth coro
nation ball. The city is handsomely
decorated and will be gorgeously 11
lumlnated In the central sections during the whole time of the carnival
season. In connection with the carnival many special celebrations will be
held, mong others "German Day." In
commemoration of the landing of the
first German colonists In Germantown,
Pa., in 1C86. The anniversary will
be celebrated with a grand parade of
German societies from all parts of
Nebraska and. South Dakota. Th-parade will take place on the afternoon of October 2. There will also
be automobile and .Jlow.er
parades,
fireworks and spectacular performances every day and evening of the carnival.-

road

the:

Let Us Have Your Order

Victor-Victrol-

The local lodge of the Degree of
Rebekah will celebrate the sltxy- second anniversary of the order toThat Aaron Rainey, after bidding
morrow night in the I. O. O. F. hall.
goodbye at
All local members and visitors are his wife and daughter
Mound
on
Wagon
Monday
afternoon,
cordially invited to be present.
came back to Las Vegas on train No.
7 the same day and departed without
Yesterday afternoon while riding a
horse at her father's
the young delay for Ash Fork, Ariz., was the

OPERA HOUSE - October 4

WITNESS HAD TO TELL

$50

as

INQUIRED ABOUT BY OFFI
CERS SAID TO HAVE GONE
TO ASH FORK '

STORE- -

1

n

IX

It

Victor-Victrol-

"The Wheels of Fate," a strong
drama in which a wreck at sea rights
two wrongs. Also a Vitagraph comedy with Hughie Mack and Charles
Brown In "Playing the Pipers." Adv.

VIII

$15 $25 $40
isn't

MAN

FRESH EVERY WEEK

&

VI

work.

KOSHER SAUSAGE

GRAAF

THE FAMOUS

at 6:41

The Ladles' Aid society of the First
Methodist church will meet tomorrow
at 2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Karl Wertz. All members of the society are expected to be present for

THE

K

N

o'clock this evening.

AdT.

CRANBERRIES

STORE

Dozen of

ictor-Victrol- as

hall tonight

Shipment of Another

A

65c

Corniclion, Per Basket

MAKE YOUR MELON

24, 1913.

Adv.

Basket........, ,.....

Concord, Per Basket

13.

SEPTEMBER

Take your .pick of these

rOCAL"EWS""'i

FANCY GRAPES

WEDNESDAY,

FLY

SITTERS

R EE EE
F
I
Come In and Say

One"

"Gimme

THINKS THE

BEST ROUTE TO
CALIFORNIA LIES THROUGH
NEW MEXICO

After battling with thick clay mud
for eight hours between Las Vegas

and Watrous last night, A. L. West-garaccompanied by his wife and H,
J. Orr, driver of the automobile in
which he Is traveling, arrived in this
city on his way to San Irancisco from
New York city. Mr. Westgard is vice
president and director or the Trans
continental Highway association.
Mr. Westgard stated this morning
that the trip last night was one of
the worst he had met with on his
Journey and that it was only through
the hardest kind of work that the
party finally reached' Las Vegas.
When within about a mile of the city
the gasoline tank went dry and Mr.
Orr was forced to walk in for more
gas. It took exactly 16 hours for the
trip from Raton to this city. The
party is making the trip in a Premier
Six, which is a powerful machine.
In regard to the Santa Fe trail
route to the coast Mr. Westgard said
this morning that this is the only feasible route to California. "The various
attractions,
consisting of historic
places and fine scenery, are sure to
appeal to the tourist," said Mr. West
gard.
He Btated in addition that no
road is any better than its worst
stretch. The only bad place along
the trail thus far that Mr. Westgard
has encountered is that encountered
last night near the J. D. Hand ranch.
north of Las Vegas.
,
This is Mr. Westgard's fourth trip
over this route and he expressed him
self as being a booster for it. He has
made eight transcontinental trips. The
trip that he Is now making will cover
17,000 miles. The purpose of the trip
is to travel over the proposed national
highways as located by the National
Highways association.
A number of the local road boosters
and the highway committee of the
Commercial club met Mr. Westgard
this morning and talked over road
matters with the traveler.
GAYNOR LEFT $2,000,000 i
New York, Sept. 24 The will of
William J. Gaynor, late mayor of New
York, filed today, leaves to the widow

his Brooklyn residence and 500 shares
of Royal Baking Powder company
stock. The remainder, with the exception of minor bequests, of the
is divided
each to
to
each of two sons and
each of three unmarried daughters.
The value of the estate is estimated

"TdtrltUj

I1

'3.

"

-i:

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COGIPAHT,

Agents

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN W AGO

.V.

Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents

NEW HOSPITAL

BUILDING

FUND

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE COURSE

Col. R.B. TWITCHBLL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

one-seven-th

at

$2,000,000.

VESSEL

RUNS ASHORE

Montreal, Sept. 24. The steamship
Mount Temple of the Canadian Pacific
railroad service between this port and
London, ran ashore in the St. Lawrence river off Maissoneuve tod$y,
shortly after starting on her voyage
to London. The accident occurred in
a fog and it was reported that the
vessel wwas badly damaged.
REPRESENTATIVE IS ILL
Thomasville, Ga., Sept. 24. Representative S. A. Roddenbery, who has
been critically 111 at his home here
Blnce Sunday, still hovered at the
point of death today. His physicians
reported that his pulse showed alarm'
ing weakness.

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND

SEASON TICKETS

'

:

;

'

$1.50

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

50c

CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS

35 c

